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DEBOER V. SNYDER: A CASE STUDY IN LITIGATION AND SOCIAL REFORM

Wyatt Fore*

ABSTRACT

On April 28, 2015, the Supreme Court will hear oral arguments for four cases from the Sixth Circuit addressing the constitutionality of state bans on same-sex marriage. This Note examines DeBoer v. Snyder, the Michigan marriage case, with the goal of providing litigators and scholars the proper context for our current historical moment in which (1) the legal status of LGBT people; and (2) the conventional wisdom about the role of impact litigation in social reform movements are rapidly evolving.
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INTRODUCTION

On March 21, 2014, United States District Court Judge Bernard Friedman issued an opinion finding that a Michigan constitutional amendment restricting marriage between one and one woman “impermissibly discriminates against same-sex couples in violation of the Equal Protection Clause.”1 To nearly everyone’s surprise, Judge Friedman issued no stay along with the opinion, and the next day, Saturday, March 22, 2014, four counties began issuing marriage licenses at 8:00 a.m. before the Sixth Circuit issued a stay in the late afternoon.2 How could DeBoer v. Snyder, a case initially about adoption rights, come to invalidate a constitutional amendment passed by 59% of Michigan voters3 a mere decade before?

To most observers of marriage equality litigation, DeBoer was a strange case. For the first time since the 2010 District Court trial in Perry v. Schwarzenegger,4 the Proposition 8 case, a marriage equality suit had an actual trial, with both parties highlighting their respective legal theories and facts. By the end, the DeBoer trial essentially boiled down to a core question of fact: is it necessary to “provid[e] children with ‘biologically connected’ role models of both genders . . . to foster healthy psychological development”?5 Adding to the strangeness of the trial was the lack of a national LGBT group driving the litigation, although groups such as the national American Civil Liberties Union (“ACLU”), and the Gay and Lesbian Advocates and Defenders (“GLAD”) assisted with trial preparation. Further, famous LGBT rights attorney Mary Bonauto of GLAD signed onto the Supreme Court certiorari petition and merits brief, and will present the oral arguments. In contrast to the early marriage cases, DeBoer was certainly not part of a carefully selected, state-by-state litigation strategy led by LGBT groups; rather, the Michigan case was led by an unlikely group of trial attorneys specializing in criminal defense and family law. Adding to the case’s

drama, the Supreme Court resolved *United States v. Windsor*,6 and *Hollingsworth v. Perry*7 in the summer of 2013, mere months before the *DeBoer* trial was ordered. Together, *Windsor* and *Perry* resulted in a one-two punch that struck down the federal Defense of Marriage Act ("DOMA"), and legalized same-sex marriage in California. Lastly, *DeBoer* originates out of a place synonymous with down-home Middle American values: the state of Michigan—not a place commonly associated with cutting-edge LGBT activism.

More importantly, *DeBoer* and the other post-*Windsor* decisions represent a change in how observers view the conventional wisdom about the role of litigation in the marriage equality movement. This wave of marriage litigation, which has witnessed great advances in public opinion and legal doctrine, has countered conventional wisdom that “activists for same-sex marriage turn[ ] to courts too soon in the reform process,”8 causing harmful backlash. The legacies of severe backlash to other liberal landmark cases, such as *Brown v. Board*9 and *Roe v. Wade*,10 compounded with more recent experiences of litigation campaigns for marriage in Hawaii,11 Vermont,12 and especially Massachusetts,13 created an entire generation of social reformers averse to high-profile litigation.14 Thus, the state of the marriage equality movement has been a constant tension: a deep craving for the brass ring of full marriage rights in all fifty states and a deep concern with creating bad precedent and cultural backlash. For the first time in the marriage equality movement, litigation has created a sense of momentum and inevitability, rather than anxiety about next steps.

This Note is a case study about *DeBoer v. Snyder*, the Michigan same-sex marriage case. This Note is not about the role of marriage in the wider LGBT movement, nor about the strengths and weaknesses of legal theories on marriage, nor does it propose a new theory of sexual identity and the law. Rather, this Note explores the unique position that *DeBoer* occupies in the post-*Windsor* movement. Part I will explain the history of the *DeBoer* case, marking its transition from a targeted adoption impact litigation case

---

into a full-blown marriage trial. Part II will examine the existing “constrained court” model, whereby the use of litigation as a tool in social reform is criticized in academic scholarship. Finally, Part III will examine ramifications of DeBoer on existing theories of impact litigation and social movements, particularly within the LGBT context. Most notably, in Part III, I will argue that DeBoer exemplifies the limitations of the critique that litigation is inherently problematic, and that marriage equality advocates have wisely (1) adopted an “under the radar” strategy to establish parental rights first; (2) used high-profile cases as one of several tools in a multidimensional approach; and (3) done so as a targeted impact litigation device.

I. DeBoer v. Snyder: A Brief History

A. Marriage and Adoption in Michigan

In response to Goodridge v. Dep’t of Public Health, the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court’s decision establishing same-sex marriage, “traditional marriage” activists in nearly every other state took immediate steps to amend state constitutions to prevent similar state court judgments. Michigan was no different. The result was the Michigan Marriage Amendment (“MMA”), which passed with 59% of the vote in November 2004. The MMA states: “To secure and preserve the benefits of marriage for our society and for future generations of children, the union of one man and one woman in marriage shall be the only agreement recognized as a marriage or similar union for any purpose.” Importantly, the Michigan Supreme Court has interpreted the MMA as banning the recognition not only of same-sex marriage and civil unions, but also domestic partnerships and other benefits by public institutions, reflecting a strongly conservative judicial interpretation of the scope of the Amendment. The MMA solidified historic policy in granting licenses only to marriages consisting of one man and one woman. State recognition has many implications under Michigan

16. CNN, supra note 3.
17. MICH. CONST. art. I, § 25.
law, including access to a spouse’s workers’ compensation and retirement, inheritance rights to an intestate spouse’s estate, and the right to make health decisions for a disabled spouse, among many other benefits.

Most importantly for the DeBoer case, however, is Michigan’s restriction of joint adoption rights to legally married couples. The Michigan statute can be read to permit second-parent adoptions by legally unmarried couples, and in fact, several judges in Michigan have in the past quietly authorized joint adoption by same-sex couples. However, the practice largely ended in 2002, when Judge Archie Brown, then Chief Judge of the Washtenaw County Circuit Court, sent a message to judges in that circuit effectively banning such adoptions as violations of state law.

Several Michigan LGBT advocates argued that the Chief Judge’s actions were not a binding interpretation of the law and encouraged judges to grant second-parent adoptions, a common strategy among advocates of same-sex couples seeking to adopt. Some Michigan judges even agreed and accepted those adoptions, and this information was quietly shared within the local LGBT community. Even as DeBoer was beginning, the Michigan ACLU had just won an adoption case in a Michigan Appellate court. In a per curiam opinion, the court found that an existing second-parent adoption could not be invalidated by collateral attack—a key precedent in the slow process of reversing Michigan’s de facto second-parent adoption ban. However, on the surface at least, the law and reality were clear: Michigan law banned joint adoption by unmarried couples.

---

21. Id. § 700.2201.
24. Second-parent adoption allows “a second parent to adopt a child without the ‘first parent’ losing any parental rights. In this way, the child comes to have two legal parents. It also typically grants adoptive parents the same rights as biological parents in custody and visitation matters.” Second Parent Adoption, HUMAN RIGHTS CAMPAIGN, http://www.hrc.org/resources/entry/second-parent-adoption (last visited Mar. 5, 2015).
27. Interview with Jay Kaplan, Staff Attorney, Michigan ACLU (May 26, 2014).
Further, Michigan’s constitutional ban on same-sex marriage in the wake of *Goodridge* followed a national trend in constitutionally barring same-sex relationship recognition. Before Massachusetts, no state had recognized marriage equality, and nearly every state had already banned same-sex marriage by statute. However, the *Goodridge* decision, decided under the state Constitution, put other states’ statutes into constitutional jeopardy. Opponents outnumbered supporters of marriage equality nearly two-to-one,\(^29\) and conservative political elites immediately recognized a wedge issue to divide Democrats, as well as drive conservative voters to the polls.\(^30\) As a result, in 2004-05 alone, thirteen states held popular votes on constitutional amendments, with nine states following their lead in 2006 and three more in 2008.\(^31\)

The role of constitutional votes banning same-sex marriage was a popular topic during the 2004 general election, with most commentators arguing that conservatives effectively used the various state referenda as a tool in crucial Presidential swing states, delivering large numbers of religious conservatives to the polls throughout the country.\(^32\) Thus, the MMA reflected not just state-specific marriage history, but also a concerted, national strategy by conservative leaders to use the issue for electoral purposes.

Importantly, however, the *DeBoer* plaintiffs argued that “[t]here is no one ‘traditional’ view of marriage,” and that

\[
\text{[f]eatures once considered essential – particularly (a) subordination of women, (b) limited ability to exit a failed marriage; and (c) racial restrictions – have been eliminated in response to social, economic, and ethical changes.}\(^33\)
\]

For instance, although Michigan once placed racial restrictions on marriage in 1838,\(^34\) shortly after achieving statehood, the legislature repealed the ban in 1883.\(^35\) Another example is Michigan’s system of coverture, a system of marriage whereby a married woman has few legal rights,

---

32. See Dao, *supra* note 30.
35. *See id.* at para. 70.
because she is “covered” by her husband. That system was gradually repealed by a series of legislative reforms beginning in 1855, but not fully eliminated until the adoption of the Michigan Constitution of 1963.\footnote{36. MICH. CONST. art. 10, § 1. See also Expert Witness Report of Nancy F. Cott, Ph.D, supra note 34, at para. 60.} These reforms were confirmed by a 1981 statute that formally repealed the Married Women’s Property Acts of 1855, 1911, and 1917, and “abrogated the common law disabilities of married women.”\footnote{37. Mich. Comp. Laws §§ 557.21-557.29 (Westlaw through P.A.2014, No. 572 of the 2014 Reg. Sess.). See also Expert Witness Report of Nancy F. Cott, Ph.D, supra note 34, at para. 60.} Similarly, Michigan’s divorce law transitioned from a primarily adversarial process based on grounds of “breach of marriage,” such as adultery, desertion, or cruelty,\footnote{38. See Expert Witness Report of Nancy F. Cott, Ph.D, supra note 34, at paras. 75–78.} into “no-fault divorce” in 1971.\footnote{39. Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. § 552.6 (Westlaw through P.A.2014, No. 572 of the 2014 Reg. Sess.); Expert Witness Report of Nancy F. Cott, Ph.D, supra note 34, at para. 79.} This background of changing marriage laws in Michigan presented a strong backdrop to attack the defendants’ argument that marriage had remained static throughout the state’s history.

B. Dramatis Personae

The plaintiffs, April DeBoer and Jayne Rowse, are a committed same-sex couple who reside in Oakland County, Michigan, in a suburban community outside of Detroit. DeBoer is a nurse in the neonatal intensive care unit, and Rowse is an emergency room nurse.\footnote{40. Id. at paras. 4–5.} They have (separately) adopted three children, and serve as foster parents for the state of Michigan. However, due to Michigan’s legal restrictions on joint adoption except by married couples, DeBoer and Rowse have adopted their children individually.\footnote{41. Interview with April DeBoer (May 24, 2014).} DeBoer and Rowse had previously investigated the possibility of a second-parent adoption, but were told that Michigan law effectively denied them such an opportunity.\footnote{42. Interview with April DeBoer (May 24, 2014).} In DeBoer v. Snyder, the plaintiffs and state-defendants stipulated that DeBoer and Rowse “are responsible and caring parents who are providing a stable and loving home for their children,”\footnote{43. Stipulated Facts Regarding Plaintiffs at para. 3, DeBoer v. Snyder, 973 F. Supp. 2d 757 (E.D. Mich. 2014) (No. 12-10285).} and had a commitment ceremony in lieu of a legal wedding in 2007.\footnote{44. Id. at para. 2.}
DeBoer and Rowse individually adopted three children. The first, N, was born to a biological mother who was homeless and had severe psychological impairments. N’s biological father has not been involved in his life. DeBoer and Rowse began caring for N shortly after his birth, and Rowse legally adopted him as a single person in 2009. The second child, J, was born premature at 25 weeks, weighing 1 pound 9 ounces, and was given up immediately by his biological mother. J’s foster care agency immediately requested that DeBoer and Rowse take him home. J was subsequently adopted by Rowse as a single person, and with years of intensive therapy and medical attention, many of J’s physical conditions have been resolved. The third child, R, was born in 2010 to a teenage biological mother who received no neonatal care, and who gave birth at her mother’s home. In April 2011, DeBoer adopted R as a single person.

For the DeBoer trial, the particular facts of these children’s lives had a tremendous impact on the Court, which found that “[n]o court record of this proceeding could ever fully convey the personal sacrifice of these two plaintiffs who seek to ensure that the state may no longer impair the rights of their children and the thousands of others now being raised by same-sex couples.”

Although the Michigan ACLU was pursuing a strategy of slowly reversing Michigan’s adoption ban via state court judgments, one attorney in private practice, Dana Nessel, decided that the time had come to cut the Gordian knot with a Federal challenge. While LGBT advocates had experienced mixed success in challenging state adoption bans in courts, many felt there could be an opening in Michigan. After talking with a number of same-sex couples, Nessel, along with another experienced Michigan trial attorney, Carole Stanyar, found DeBoer and Rowse ideal plaintiffs in challenging Michigan’s adoption ban. Soon, the trial team expanded to include Ken Mogill, another experienced Michigan trial attorney and law

45. The children’s names have been redacted to preserve the family’s privacy.
47. Id. at para. 12.
48. Id. at para. 10.
49. DeBoer, 973 F. Supp. 2d at 775.
professor, as well as Bob Sedler, a constitutional law professor at Wayne State. Sedler had a long history of liberal constitutional challenges under his belt, including high profile challenges to Michigan’s ban on interracial adoption, and he had a reputation as a prominent commentator on the Detroit-area school desegregation case, *Milliken v. Bradley.*

The case was assigned to Judge Bernard Friedman, a Reagan appointee. Although the plaintiffs’ attorneys were initially worried about trying the case in front of a conservative judge, it soon became apparent that he was not a stranger to LGBT families and the legal issues they face, having hired now-Judge Judy Levy as his law clerk in 1995. While a clerk, Levy became pregnant with the hopes of starting a family with her female partner, and Judge Friedman “took a special interest in Levy’s growing family.”

Thus, although “Friedman’s posture in the DeBoer suit was a cautious one,”

his life experiences opened up an opportunity to be receptive to the plaintiffs’ legal arguments.

**C. Evolution of the Case**

DeBoer and Rowse live together with their three children as a singular family unit, and each wants to adopt her respective partner’s children as a second parent. Although the state of Michigan suggested that “if the intent for recognition of second-parent adoptions . . . is to provide emotional or financial support for children, Michigan law already provides such legal structures,” family law scholars overwhelmingly find that legal adoption is strongly preferable to other legal ways of ordering family affairs. For example, legal guardianship “can be challenged by a biological parent,” and “older children do recognize the difference [between guardianship and legal parenthood] . . . and . . . it doesn’t afford the same level of permanency as a legal tie.” Further, as Prof. Vivek Sankaran, an expert for the plaintiffs on the Michigan child welfare system, noted, “establishing a guardianship is

---

54. *Id.*
58. *Id.*
something that’s difficult, expensive, time consuming, and really threatens the sense of stability and permanency for children in those homes.”

As a result, although legal guardianship may seem superficially attractive, DeBoer and Rowse perceived two different kinds of resulting injuries: First, a pecuniary injury of loss of legal rights and benefits, including access to public benefits, legal protections regarding health insurance, and increased tax burdens. Second, a larger sense of government-enforced social stigma resulting from the status of not being a ‘real family.’

These stigmatic injuries are suffered commonly not only by parents, but also by their children, which raises potential constitutional issues. For example, in the illegitimate children cases, the Supreme Court found that “[i]mposing disabilities on the illegitimate child is contrary to the basic concept of our system that legal burdens should bear some relationship to individual responsibility or wrongdoing.” The Court has also noted such injuries to children in the marriage context in *Windsor*, when Justice Kennedy argued that DOMA “humiliates tens of thousands of children now being raised by same-sex couples,” and makes it hard for those “children to understand the integrity and closeness of their own family.”

On January 23, 2012, DeBoer and Rowse filed a lawsuit in the Eastern District of Michigan aiming to strike down Michigan’s adoption statute, which bars unmarried persons from jointly adopting children, alleging the constitutional injuries just described. DeBoer and Rowse’s complaint lists not only themselves as plaintiffs, but also their children, because the “disparate treatment of the children of unmarried parents and of unmarried parents seeking a step-parent adoption, based upon the marital status of the parents, violates the Equal Protection Clause of the United States Constitution.” Implicit in this claim of harm is a strong reliance on social science. “[T]he undisputed sociological and psychological evidence demonstrates that unmarried persons, straight, gay, or lesbian, are no less loving, caring and effective parents than those parents who are married to each other.”

Although the complaint briefly mentioned that the “Michigan Constitution prohibits same-sex couples from marrying . . . [and that] DeBoer and Rowse would marry in the State of Michigan if legally permitted,” the original complaint only aimed to declare “that the provisions of MCL 710.24, which prohibits second parent adoptions by unmarried persons, violates the

63. Id. at para. 21.
64. Id. at para. 14.
plaintiff children, parents and step parents’ rights under the Equal Protection Clause . . . of the United States Constitution.”

Observers of the trial were surprised that Judge Friedman suggested amending the complaint to include a direct attack on the MMA. At this point, the Supreme Court hadn’t yet announced the decisions in Windsor and Perry, and few thought that a state constitutional amendment stood a solid chance at being struck down under Equal Protection jurisprudence. However, the plaintiffs’ attorneys considered Judge Friedman’s suggestion that a complaint alleging an adoption theory alone likely would not win in District Court, and that ironically, taking down the entire system of marriage discrimination stood a better chance.

The plaintiffs’ amended complaint was filed on September 7, 2012, and named three defendants: Michigan Governor Rick Snyder, Michigan Attorney General Bill Schuette, and Oakland County Clerk Bill Bullard. However, in addition to the original adoption assertion, the amended complaint included a much wider claim: that “the disparate treatment of the same sex couples, and their children, in Michigan violates the Equal Protection Clause of the United States Constitution,” and “the Michigan Marriage Amendment also violates the Due Process Clause of the United States Constitution.”

On March 7, 2013, Judge Bernard Friedman heard oral arguments on cross-motions for summary judgment, and announced his preference to wait until decisions had been announced in Windsor and Perry. At that

65. Id. at 6–7.
68. Amended Complaint at 1, DeBoer v. Snyder, 973 F. Supp. 2d 757 (No. 12–10285). After the 2012 election, Lisa Brown, a staunch supporter of equal marriage rights, was elected Oakland County Clerk. She continued on as a named defendant, but adverse to the State-defendant’s position. The plaintiffs are residents of Oakland County, an inner suburban county of Detroit. DeBoer, 973 F. Supp. 2d at 759 n.1 (“Plaintiffs later added Oakland County Clerk, Bill Bullard, Jr. as a party defendant, who was eventually replaced by his successor in office, defendant Lisa Brown. Although Brown is named as a defendant in this matter, she has adopted plaintiffs’ legal position challenging the MMA”).
69. Amended Complaint at 9, DeBoer, 973 F. Supp. 2d 757 (No. 12–10285).
point in time, marriage equality advocates in general had a feeling of momentum; there was wide speculation about how the Supreme Court would handle *Perry* and *Windsor*, and the potential ramifications of those cases on the Michigan Marriage Amendment.71 In particular, the subject of *Perry* included a voter-approved constitutional amendment that limited marriage to heterosexual couples, a fact pattern with strong similarities to the Michigan Marriage Amendment. The plaintiffs hoped that Judge Friedman would perceive a wider shift in the jurisprudence and strike down the Amendment in one easy stroke.72

After the decisions in *Perry* and *Windsor* were announced, oral arguments were scheduled on cross-motions for summary judgment on October 16, 2013. However, Judge Friedman “conclude[d] that a genuine issue of material fact exists with respect to the defendants’ gender role-modeling justification for the MMA,”73 and that as a result “the parties must be afforded the opportunity to develop their own record in the matter.”74 He ordered a trial for February 24, 2014 to resolve these questions of fact. At this point in time, no federal court had announced marriage equality-related decisions post-*Windsor*, and many anticipated that Michigan would be the first state to do so.75

However, District Courts across the country began striking down state constitutional bans on marriage equality. On July 22, 2013, the first post-*Windsor* marriage decision was announced when an Ohio District Court issued a temporary restraining order on enforcement of Ohio’s marriage amendment.76 Then, on December 20, 2013, the next post-*Windsor* District Court opinion came when Judge Robert J. Shelby struck down Utah’s constitutional ban on same-sex marriage as unconstitutional, writing that “Amendment 3 [of the Utah Constitution] perpetuates inequality by holding that the families and relationships of same-sex couples are not now, nor ever will be, worthy of recognition.”77 The Utah decision, unlike the Ohio decision before it, was striking in its sweeping language, extending its judg-

---

74. *Id.* at 8.
ment beyond the plaintiffs to the entire state. In the six days before a stay was issued, it is estimated that one-third of committed same-sex couples in that state married. All eyes turned to Utah, a famously conservative and religious state, and then in quick succession, District Courts in Oklahoma, Virginia, and Texas struck down their same-sex marriage bans, while a court in Kentucky mandated recognition of out-of-state marriages, and Missouri allowed, by executive order, same-sex couples to file joint tax returns. By the end of the Michigan trial, seven other states had federal district court judgments overturning portions of their respective constitutional bans. The opinions in these cases use sweeping language, often quoting from another marriage rights case, Loving v. Virginia, and even citing Justice Scalia’s dissent in Lawrence v. Texas.

D. The Trial

The defendants in DeBoer articulated four justifications for the MMA: “(1) providing children with biologically connected role models of both genders that are necessary to foster healthy psychological development; (2) forestalling the unintended consequences that would result from the redefinition of marriage; (3) tradition or morality; and (4) promoting the transition of naturally procreative relationships into stable unions.” However, Judge Friedman identified the core problem with the defendant’s argument, writing that “a genuine issue of material fact exists with respect to defendants’ gender role-modeling justifications for the MMA.” To address the question of whether children of same-sex couples were harmed by the lack

78. Trial Transcript Volume 3 at 36-37, DeBoer, 973 F. Supp. 2d 757 (No. 12–10285).
84. 388 U.S. 1 (1967).
85. See, e.g., De Leon, 975 F. Supp. 2d at 654, quoting Lawrence v. Texas, 539 U.S. 558, 605 (2003) (Scalia, J., dissenting) (“[W]hat justification could there possibly be for denying the benefits of marriage to homosexual couples exercising ‘the liberty protected by the Constitution? Surely not the encouragement of procreation since the sterile and the elderly are allowed to marry.’”).
86. Opinion and Order Denying Cross Motions for Summary Judgment, supra note 5, at 5-6.
87. Id. at 7.
of both genders as parents, both sides brought out expert witnesses in various fields of social science.\(^88\)

The defendants’ claims generally boiled down to two core points: (1) many scholars find that “the ‘No Difference Consensus’ that the plaintiffs rely on is flawed”;\(^89\) and (2) there has not been “enough time to determine with any certainty the affects [sic] that same sex marriage will have”\(^90\) because same-sex marriage has only been legal in the United States for ten years. In response, the plaintiffs countered with three opposing propositions: (1) there is “a near universal conclusion that there’s no difference”\(^91\) between same-sex and different-sex parenting; (2) even if there were a difference, the “large percentage of children adopted from the foster care system by lesbians and gay men”\(^92\) means the choice is between kids not getting adopted and allowing same-sex couples to adopt; and (3) even if there were differences, those differences don’t support a categorical ban on marriage, as evidenced by marriage rights being given to all sorts of groups who have less favorable outcomes for children.

In comparing these competing visions, the trial came down to two central questions: (1) scientific support for the “no-difference conclusion” and (2) the role of child outcomes in the legal question of marriage rights. Interestingly, the question of the outcomes of the plaintiffs’ children was secondary, as both parties stipulated that the plaintiffs offered a loving and supportive home and that but-for the plaintiff-mothers, the children would be in highly undesirable situations. This fact is revealing of marriage litigation broadly, namely that the central question is generally the status of LGBT people, and the facts of the plaintiffs are a secondary public relations story, rather than at the core of the case.

Just after 5 PM on Friday, March 21, 2014, Judge Bernard Friedman issued an opinion finding that the MMA “and its implementing statutes are unconstitutional because they violate the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution.”\(^93\) Even more importantly, Judge Friedman issued no stay on the decision. As a result, on Saturday morning, county clerks in four Michigan counties—Muskegon, Ingham (Lansing), Washtenaw (Ann Arbor), and Oakland (where pro-equality defendant Lisa Brown was the clerk)—began issuing marriage li-


\(^{89}\) Trial Transcript Volume 1 - Part A at 44, DeBoer, 973 F. Supp. 2d 757 (No. 12–10285).

\(^{90}\) Id. at 43.

\(^{91}\) Id. at 17.

\(^{92}\) Id. at 11.

\(^{93}\) DeBoer, 973 F. Supp. 2d at 775.
In the late afternoon, however, the Sixth Circuit issued a temporary stay, halting the marriages. In the meantime, hundreds of marriages were issued to same-sex couples in the state of Michigan. Importantly, Judge Friedman used the opinion to rebuke the defendants’ social science, finding that the defendants’ witnesses were “largely unbelievable,” and “clearly represent a fringe viewpoint that is rejected by the vast majority of their colleagues across a variety of social science fields.” Having a trial enabled Judge Friedman not only to find conclusions of law, but also to make judgments on questions of fact and witness credibility, which are much more difficult to overturn on appeal. Further, LGBT advocates interpreted the timing and wording of the opinion—after 5 p.m. on a Friday when the Sixth Circuit was probably closed—perhaps as a way of ensuring that at least some same-sex couples would be able to marry on Saturday morning, when pro-equality county clerks were sure to open.

E. The Appeal

As 2014 progressed, marriage equality advocates continued to succeed in the federal courts. The Fourth, Seventh, Ninth, and Tenth Circuits

97. DeBoer, 973 F. Supp. 2d at 768.
upheld district court judgments that struck down marriage bans, although they differed in their legal reasoning. The Supreme Court then denied certiorari review of those appellate decisions on October 6, 2014, letting the judgments stand, and allowing same-sex couples to wed immediately in Indiana, Oklahoma, Utah, Virginia, and Wisconsin. Defending the Supreme Court’s denial of certiorari, Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg stated that until the circuits disagreed about the constitutionality, the Supreme Court would not intervene, because the “major job that the Court has is to keep the law of the United States more or less uniform,” and thus “there is no crying need for us to step in.” Advocates for marriage equality widely perceived the denial of certiorari, as well as Justice Ginsburg’s comments, as implying that the Supreme Court would soon be ready to decide the constitutionality of state marriage bans.


101. See Bostic, 760 F.3d 352 (fundamental right); Baskin, 766 F.3d 648 (equal protection, rational basis plus); Latta, 771 F.3d 456 (fundamental right, heightened scrutiny for equal protection for sexual orientation as suspect class); Bishop, 760 F.3d 1070 (fundamental right); Kitchen, 755 F.3d 1193 (strict scrutiny because fundamental right, and unconstitutional classification under equal protection violated fundamental right).

102. See Bostic, 760 F.3d 352, cert. denied, 135 S. Ct. 308 (Oct. 6, 2014); Baskin, 766 F.3d 648, cert. denied, 135 S. Ct. 316 (Oct. 6, 2014); Latta, 771 F.3d 456, cert. denied, 135 S. Ct. 345 (Oct. 6, 2014); Bishop, 760 F.3d 1070, cert. denied, 135 S. Ct. 275 (Oct. 6, 2014); Kitchen, 755 F.3d 1193, cert. denied, 135 S. Ct. 893 (Oct. 6, 2014).


2014, reversing the District court’s judgment and reinstating marriage bans in Michigan, Ohio, Tennessee, and Kentucky. Immediately, Supreme Court observers noted the importance of the decision. By creating a circuit split, it heightened the importance of Supreme Court review. The Supreme Court faced not only a split among the judgments of the circuits, but also a split in reasoning. The Sixth Circuit was in tension with the notion outlined in Kitchen, Bishop, and Bostic that marriage equality is a fundamental right, in conflict with the suspect categorization of sexual orientation by the Ninth Circuit, and finally, in conflict over the fact that marriage survives rational basis review in Baskin.

As a threshold matter, the Sixth Circuit panel concluded that Baker v. Nelson was controlling precedent. In Baker, the Minnesota Supreme Court found that the state could constitutionally restrict marriage to one man and one woman. The United States Supreme Court denied the appeal with a one-sentence order dismissing for “want of a substantive federal question.” Summary affirmances, like Baker, are binding precedent “until such time as the [Supreme] Court informs [ ] that they are not,” or “doctrinal developments indicate otherwise.” The panel found no doctrinal developments that either directly or indirectly overruled Baker, distinguishing landmark cases like Windsor on federalism grounds, and marriage rights going without mention in Romer and Lawrence. The court also drew no conclusions from the Supreme Court’s recent denial of certiorari in marriage cases, noting that “this kind of action (or inaction) imports no expression of

108. See SUP. CT. R. 10(a) (listing circuit splits as a consideration in granting certiorari).
109. Bostic v. Schaefer, 760 F.3d 352 (4th Cir. 2014) (fundamental right); Baskin v. Bogan, 766 F.3d 648 (7th Cir. 2014) (equal protection, rational basis plus); Latta v. Otter, 771 F.3d 456 (9th Cir. 2014) (fundamental right, heightened scrutiny for equal protection for suspect class); Bishop v. Smith, 760 F.3d 1070 (10th Cir. 2014) (fundamental right); Kitchen v. Herbert, 755 F.3d 1193 (10th Cir. 2014) (strict scrutiny because fundamental right, and unconstitutional classification under equal protection violated fundamental right); DeBoer, 772 F.3d 388 (6th Cir. 2014) (no right to marry, mere rational basis equal protection review).
opinion upon the merits of the case, as the bar has been told many times.\textsuperscript{114}

On the merits, the majority opinion notably adopted a rational basis test. Unlike the courts in \textit{Romer v. Evans} and \textit{Cleburne v. City of Cleburne}, however, the court did not adopt what is often termed “rational basis with a bite,”\textsuperscript{115} but rather reserved the test that “[s]o long as judges can conceive of some ‘plausible’ reason for the law—\textit{any} plausible reason, even one that did not motivate the legislators who enacted it—the law must stand, no matter how unfair, unjust, or unwise the judges may consider it as citizens.”\textsuperscript{116} On this reasoning, the Sixth Circuit quickly concluded that the state had several plausible legitimate rationales, including channeling the unintended effects of male-female sexual intercourse into marriage and waiting until more facts are known about the effects of same-sex marriage on society.\textsuperscript{117} The court also quickly disposed of the notion that the state constitutional amendments were motivated by animus, noting that “if there was one concern animating the initiatives, it was the fear that the courts would seize control over an issue that the people of good faith care deeply about [and if] that is animus, the term has no useful meaning.”\textsuperscript{118} Judge Sutton was surely channeling Justice Scalia’s dissent in \textit{Windsor}, stating that restricting marriage

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{114} \textit{DeBoer}, 772 F.3d at 402, quoting United States v. Carver, 260 U.S. 482, 490 (1925) (internal quotation marks omitted).
  \item \textsuperscript{115} “Rational basis with a bite,” also called “rational basis plus,” is a form of rational basis review inconsistent with ordinary rational basis, in which nearly any justification satisfies the Court. Animus often serves as the trigger. Kenji Yoshino, \textit{Why the Court Can Strike Down Marriage Restrictions Under Rational-Basis Review}, SCOTUSBLOG (Aug. 23, 2011, 8:38 AM), http://www.scotusblog.com/2011/08/why-the-court-can-strike-down-marriage-restrictions-under-rational-basis-review/. See also Lawrence v. Texas, 539 U.S. 558, 580 (2003) (O’Connor, J., concurring) (“When a law exhibits such a desire to harm a politically unpopular group, we have applied a more searching form of rational basis review to strike down such laws under the Equal Protection Clause”). See also Dep’t of Agriculture v. Moreno, 413 U.S. 528, 534-36 (1973) (finding unconstitutional a food stamp regulation targeting hippies for discrimination); City of Cleburne v. Cleburne Living Ctr., 473 U.S. 432, 446-47 (1985) (finding unconstitutional the denial of a permit for a group home for the intellectually disabled on the basis of animus); Romer v. Evans, 517 U.S. 620, 632 (1996) (striking down a state constitutional amendment barring local ordinances listing sexual orientation as a protected category). The role of animus in equal protection jurisprudence remains hotly contested, however. \textit{Compare} Bd. of Trs. of the Univ. of Ala. v. Garrett, 531 U.S. 356, 367-68 (2001) (allowing “hardhearted” reasons to justify a law under rational basis, so long as there is a “hardheaded” reason) \textit{with} Lawrence v. Texas, 539 U.S. 558, 583 (2003) (reasoning that “[m]oral disapproval of a group cannot be a legitimate governmental interest under the Equal Protection Clause”).
  \item \textsuperscript{116} \textit{DeBoer}, 772 F.3d at 404.
  \item \textsuperscript{117} \textit{DeBoer}, 772 F.3d at 405–06.
  \item \textsuperscript{118} \textit{DeBoer}, 772 F.3d at 408.
\end{itemize}
between one man and one woman is “not animus—just stabilizing prudence.”  

The majority opinion also adopted a democratic theory that emphasizes the role of respect for majority votes in constitutional lawmaking, expressing that “[w]hat remains is a debate about whether to allow the democratic processes begun in the States to continue in the four States of the Sixth Circuit or to end them now by requiring the States in the Circuit to extend the definition of marriage to encompass gay couples.” The opinion also took judicial notice of the history of discrimination against LGBT people, stating that “[w]e cannot deny the lamentable reality that gay individuals have experienced prejudice in this country, sometimes at the hands of public officials, sometimes at the hands of fellow citizens.” However, the opinion did not interpret the marriage ban as a state-enforced discriminatory norm, noting that “any loss of dignity and respect on this issue did not come from the Constitution. It came from the neighborhoods and communities in which gay and lesbian couples live, and in which it is worth trying to correct the problem in the first instance.”  

The court then quickly disposed of similar claims regarding the right of recognition of an out-of-state marriage and the right to travel. Noting the ordinary choice of law rule that “the [Full Faith and Credit] Clause does not require a State to apply another state’s law in violation of its own legitimate public policy,” the court concluded that the Constitution does no work in recognizing an out of state marriage unless there is a constitutional right for same-sex couples to marry. The court also quickly rejected the plaintiffs’ related claim that the non-recognition burdens their right to travel, because “[n]onresidents are treated just like other citizens of the State.”

120. DeBoer, 772 F.3d at 396.
121. DeBoer, 772 F.3d at 417. In contrast, the Supreme Court has been more receptive of the theory that the state’s enforcement of discriminatory norms against LGBT people constitutes unconstitutional inequality. See Lawrence v. Texas, 539 U.S. 558, 575 (2003) ("When homosexual conduct is made criminal by the law of the State, that declaration in and of itself is an invitation to subject homosexual persons to discrimination both in the public and in the private spheres"); Romer v. Evans, 517 U.S. 620, 635 (1996) ("[t]he general announcement that gays and lesbians shall not have any particular protections from the law inflicts on them immediate, continuing, and real injuries"); Windsor, 133 S. Ct. at 2693 ("The avowed purpose and practical effect of the law here in question are to impose a disadvantage, a separate status, and so a stigma upon all who enter into same-sex marriages").
122. DeBoer, 772 F.3d at 418 (quoting Nevada v. Hall, 440 U.S. 410, 422 (1979)) (internal quotation marks omitted).
123. DeBoer, 772 F.3d at 420 (quoting Saenz v. Roe, 526 U.S. 489, 498 (1999)) (internal quotation marks and citation omitted).
In response, the dissent noted the unique position of the Michigan case in marriage jurisprudence; namely, it has a factual record. “The majority treats both the issues and the litigants here as mere abstractions. Instead of recognizing the plaintiffs as persons, suffering actual harm as a result of being denied the right to marry . . . my colleagues view the plaintiffs as social activists who have somehow stumbled into Federal court.”125 The dissent differed from the majority by adopting a more searching version of rational basis, noting that the “record is rich with evidence that . . . completely refutes the state’s effort to defend the ban against same-sex marriage that is inherent in the marriage amendment.”126 This type of review does not offer judicial post-hoc rationalizations that characterize the ordinary rational basis review adopted by the majority.

In response to the Sixth Circuit’s opinion, the plaintiffs’ attorneys immediately filed a petition for certiori and forwent the option of an en banc hearing.127 The Supreme Court granted a writ of certiorari on January 16, 2015.128

II. COURTS AND SOCIAL REFORM

Courts have played a key policymaking role throughout American history,129 and the question of how social reformers should use courts has been hotly contested. This debate has centered on two questions: Whether judicial action is more prudent than focusing on the political branches, as well as whether pursuing change should occur via low-brow common-law rulemaking in lower-level courts, or high-brow constitutional doctrine.130 

DeBoer represents the interesting space that post-Windsor marriage litigation

125. DeBoer, 772 F.3d at 421 (Daughtrey, J., dissenting).
126. DeBoer, 772 F.3d at 428 (Daughtrey, J., dissenting).
129. Compare Morton J. Horwitz, The Transformation of American Law 1870-1960 xxv (1977) (arguing that common-law courts played a crucial role in the development of industrial capitalism in the United States through the evolution of common-law rules, rather than other policymaking tools, such as legislative acts or the tax code) with Gash, supra note 26, at 44 (arguing that evolution of family law rules about “best interests of the child” paved the way for legal and social acceptance of gay parenting).
130. Compare, e.g., Gash, supra note 26, at 44 (arguing that evolution of family law norms about “best interests of the child” paved the way for legal and social acceptance of gay parenting) with Neil S. Siegel, Federalism as a Way Station: Windsor as Exemplar of Doctrine in Motion, 6 J. Legal Analysis 87, 87 (2014) (arguing that Windsor represents a shift of constitutional jurisprudence in favor of marriage equality, and that
occupies in that it was built both on legal successes in ordinary common-law courts, as well as constitutional precedents set by the Supreme Court. Although many scholars have critiqued constitutional litigation as a social reform tool, such a hardline view has been softened\textsuperscript{131} with the recent successes of LGBT litigation.\textsuperscript{132}

\textbf{A. The “Constrained Court” Model}

The notion that courts are “not in the vanguard of any social change movement,” largely leaving social reform to the elected branches, has a long pedigree.\textsuperscript{133} Scholarship in that vein generally examines the limitations of litigation as a social reform strategy, and argues that courts “are better equipped with machinery to discover the past than to forecast the future.”\textsuperscript{134} This general lack of expertise at large-scale social reorganization means that courts offer only a “hollow hope” for social reform activists.\textsuperscript{135} Although “[s]carcely any [political] question arises in the United States which does not become, sooner or later, a subject of judicial debate,” the “constrained court”\textsuperscript{136} model generally argues that courts are not only structurally inhibited from major reorganizations of social relations, but also are particularly

\textsuperscript{131}. See, e.g., Scott L. Cummings & Douglas NeJaime, \textit{Lawyering for Marriage Equality}, 57 UCLA L. REV. 1235, 1237 (2010) (“For scholars of law and social change, the emergence of marriage equality . . . has provided an opportunity to test the contemporary validity of theories based on the now-dated civil rights paradigm. The result has been a renewed—and vigorous—debate over the promise and perils of social change litigation”).

\textsuperscript{132}. For example, litigation against transgender discrimination has focused on interpreting the category of “sex” to include gender identity under sex stereotyping, and sex \textit{per se} theories. Although this tactic has constitutional undertones, it largely has succeeded based on legal questions of statutory interpretation. See Glenn v. Brumby, 724 F. Supp. 2d 1284 (N.D. Ga. 2010), aff’d, 663 F.3d 1312 (11th Cir. 2011). See also Chris Geidner, \textit{Justice Department Will Now Support Transgender Discrimination Claims in Litigation}, BUZZFEED NEWS (Dec. 18, 2014), http://www.buzzfeed.com/chrisgeidner/justice-department-announces-reversal-on-litigating-transgen#esoOLDnKO.


\textsuperscript{135}. See generally Rosenberg, supra note 8, Horowitz, supra note 134; Gerald Torres, \textit{Legal Change}, 55 CLEVE. ST. L. REV. 135, 136 (2007) (“E)xcessive belief in the efficacy of litigation leads to a misallocation of resources by social change activists”).

\textsuperscript{136}. Rosenberg uses the term “constrained court” in \textit{The Hollow Hope: Can Courts Bring About Social Change?}. I adopt the term here, due to the term’s extensive use by social movement scholars.
subject to backlash and “alter the order in which social change would otherwise have occurred.”

Overall, commentators disagree about the general effectiveness of litigating for social reform, but they do largely agree on its relative advantages and limitations. For example, although courts are able to use the full power of the state to enforce monetary remedies and injunctions, courts also take power from the perception that they are “willing to ‘take the heat’ . . . [compared] to legislators who [are] not.” The judicial system also derives much of its power from the mythology surrounding the justice system: that every person gets her day in court, and that a court speaks authoritatively about what justice means. The “pull of the civil rights framework [of litigation] is so strong, not just as a way of legitimizing the marriage equality movement’s use of litigation, but also as a way of judging it,” thus inviting comparisons not only to rhetorical form, but also legal substance. Such symbolic allure rarely occurs in the process of legislative law-making.

However, scholars who support the “constrained court” model argue that courts are also limited in both procedural and substantive ways. For example, adjudication tends to be absolutist in nature, focusing on whether or not a party has a right or a duty, rather than the political bargain-making inherent in legislating. Further, commentators often critique that “[j]udges do not have the resources to undertake initiatives requiring administrative capacity, nor do they have the political legitimacy to engage in much activism not otherwise acceptable to the political system.” Adjudication is limited to the particular parties in a dispute, which may result in “[p]iecemeal decisions [which] isolate artificially what in the real world is


138. Compare Rosenberg, supra note 8 (arguing that lawyers have not achieved great social reform through the courts alone) with Michael McCann, Rights at Work (1994) (identifying the ways in which female union members used litigation as an organizing tool to build power).


140. Cummings & NeJaime, supra note 131, at 1237.

141. See Lon L. Fuller, The Form and Limits of Adjudication, 92 Harv. L. Rev. 353, 371 (1978) (noting the “relative incapacity of adjudication to solve ‘polycentric’ problems,” such as resource allocation).

merged.” It may also have a reactive posture. “Judges sit to hear disputes brought to them by parties; they do not initiate action.” Perhaps most of all, commentators often describe courts as lacking in the technical expertise that political branches possess, because “courts [tend] to devote much more attention to the nature of the ailment they had diagnosed than to the workings of the cure they had prescribed.”

B. The Special Problem of Backlash

When opposing judicial remedies, proponents of the “constrained court” model also point to political backlash. Backlash is particularly problematic during the implementation phase of a judicial judgment, where decisions often rely on political actors. Courts lack both the power of the sword, inherent in the executive branch, as well as the power of the purse, inherent in the legislative branch, which are often necessary to execute complex judgments.

Because of backlash, LGBT activists have traditionally not only worried about losing in the courts, they’ve also been worried about winning. LGBT activists learned their lesson of pushing too far, too fast in Hawaii in the early 1990s, when their actions unintentionally led to the passage of the Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA) in Hawaii in 1996, and in Massachusetts in 2003, which led to a backlash in other states, including Michigan. Some scholars perceive the potential for backlash as inherent in the judicial process, where any person with an unpopular idea can litigate a wide-reaching Constitutional issue. Many supporters of LGBT rights, including pro-equality institutions and legal scholars, worried about the DeBoer plain-
tiffs rushing to the Supreme Court too soon, for fear of setting binding bad precedent.151

Thus, the “constrained court” model perceives that litigation creates organizational hurdles for social reformers because it “siphons off crucial resources and talent, and runs the risk of weakening political efforts,”152 instructing activists that “those who rely on litigation absent significant public and political support will fail to achieve meaningful change, and may set their cause back.”153 Critics of marriage litigators embrace the “constrained court” model and point to the *Goodridge* decision in Massachusetts, which was “a boon for Republican [leaders]” while “gay marriage was a vexing issue”154 for Democratic leaders. More specifically, the 2004 Bush campaign used marriage as a wedge issue to get conservative voters to the polls, resulting in “as resounding a defeat as any social group is likely to experience in American politics.”155 As a result, even though “litigation has probably advanced the cause of gay marriage more than it has retarded it,” critics of litigation argue that “such litigation has also probably impeded the realization of other objectives of the gay rights movement.”156

III. **DeBoer: A Defense of Litigation as a Social Reform Tool**

Commentators often made the criticism that the LGBT movement relies “too much on the litigation groups and on legal victories” instead of “build[ing] a robust enough political arm,”157 resulting in a situation whereby “[g]ay marriage litigation may also have distracted attention from other items on the gay rights agenda.”158 These critics cite institutional limitations of litigation, using the “constrained court” model as a guide.159

Although the “constrained court” model offers more nuance than this Note can fully address, *DeBoer* and other contemporary marriage equality litigation offer three responses to critics of litigation: (1) the critique misses the ways that advocates have successfully used “under the radar” suits, using

152. *Rosenberg*, *supra* note 8, at 423.
153. *Id.* at 419.
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157. Christopher de la Torre, *Interview with Kevin Catheart, Lambda Legal Executive Director, 40 Years After Stonewall*, *Stonewall Rebels* (July 10, 2009), http://stonewallrebels.wordpress.com/tag/lambda-legal/.
158. *Klarmann*, *supra* note 14, at xi.
159. *See id.*
parenting rights as a precondition for contemporary marriage litigation;\(^{160}\) (2) the movement has wisely adopted a “multidimensional advocacy”\(^{161}\) approach, using litigation for doctrinal and organization purposes; and (3) current marriage litigation is more like impact litigation, rather than institutional reform.\(^{162}\) Because the theoretical framework of litigation in social movements is so contested, the DeBoer trial allows commentators a pragmatic way of testing the boundaries of these frameworks; “[c]ase study analysis . . . contribute[s] to our understanding of important aspects of the lawyering process, such as how lawyers constructed goals, decided among tactical opinions, and responded to opponents’ efforts.”\(^{163}\)

A. The “Under the Radar”\(^{164}\) Approach

The “constrained court” model focuses on only one type of litigation: the high-profile lawsuit making the case about the status of LGBT people writ large. Although the stories of the plaintiffs in these lawsuits have been important, that importance stems from humanizing LGBT people themselves and garnering true empathy from judges and the public, rather than serving a doctrinal role. Central to this sort of lawsuit is a high degree of visibility, so that the case “cannot only be measured by their legal elements, but must also be measured in terms of their cultural and political effects.”\(^{165}\)

In contrast to the marriage issue, litigation has achieved a great deal of success in same-sex parenting, as Alison Gash has extensively documented in her forthcoming book, Below the Radar: How Silence Can Save Civil Rights.\(^{166}\) Although in “many ways, the stakes for these [same-sex] parents, and the issues raised in their arguments, parallel those involved in the very public and hostile battle over same-sex marriage,”\(^{167}\) LGBT advocates were “struggling for (and winning) same-sex adoption and parental rights across
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\(^{167}\) Gash, supra note 26, at 44.
the country.” 168 Gash has identified that same-sex parenting rights were recognized by courts with varying degrees of success all across the country, but notably varied from local court to local court.169

This method, which Gash terms the “under the radar” approach, also occurred in Michigan, where second-parent adoptions were quietly issued throughout the 2000s. Although the Michigan Attorney General issued an opinion in 2004 which expressed that “couples of the same sex who marry in a state that recognizes same-sex marriages as valid are not legally authorized to adopt children in Michigan as a couple,”170 at least one court has interpreted the non-binding opinion as incorrect, because the Michigan adoption statute on its face does not prohibit unmarried couples from adopting a child, but rather authorizes married couples and single individuals to adopt a child.171

Advocates argued that the best interests of the child standard, which governs the overarching policy of adoption, is the proper legal guide. Same-sex joint adoption in Michigan briefly made its way into public debate when a court in Washtenaw County began issuing adoptions in a way that caught public attention.172 However, Washtenaw County Circuit Court Chief Judge Archie Brown effectively put a stop to second-parent adoptions in that jurisdiction, claiming that such adoptions violated Michigan law, which authorizes only single and married individuals to adopt.173 Importantly, Chief Judge Brown accomplished this stoppage not by a conclusion of law in a lawsuit, but rather by sending the message to individual judges who had authorized these second-parent adoptions in the past.174 Most significantly for the DeBoer case, the plaintiffs DeBoer and Rowse had previously looked into adopting their three children jointly, but were informed that a second-parent adoption was effectively barred in Michigan, precipitating the public federal challenge.175

In Michigan, the state affiliate of the ACLU had been pursuing a careful step-by-step litigation strategy for years to reverse these previous interpretations of Michigan’s adoption statute. For example, same-sex parents attempting to adopt jointly often found their petitions rejected outright by state judicial officers, and the Michigan ACLU considered challenging those
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rejections under the Due Process clause.\footnote{176} The Michigan ACLU’s litigation strategy hinged on exhausting state remedies before turning to any Federal challenge, largely due to historic deference to State law on issues of family life.\footnote{177} The state affiliate achieved some success in combatting restrictive interpretations of the adoption law before the \textit{DeBoer} case, by adopting an “under the radar” approach.\footnote{178}

For example, ACLU lawyers identified a divorcing lesbian couple who had jointly adopted their children in Michigan state court. In the case, one parent was attempting to collaterally attack the joint adoption, under the theory that such a second-parent adoption should not have been granted under Michigan law in the first place.\footnote{179} However, ACLU lawyers adopted an “essentially conservative argument, that you have to respect the rule of law,” that courts cannot put their imprimatur on something, only to then revoke it.\footnote{180} The result was success at the Michigan circuit court level, creating valuable state court precedent in reversing conventional interpretations of Michigan’s adoption law.\footnote{181} Of course, the \textit{DeBoer} case flew directly against the litigation strategy of the Michigan ACLU by federalizing the adoption issue.\footnote{182} For the Michigan ACLU, the \textit{DeBoer} complaint was doubly risky: it presented a chance of creating bad case law and also publicly asserted that Michigan law banned same-sex parents from jointly adopting—an interpretation of law with which the Michigan ACLU seriously disagreed.\footnote{183}

These low-key adoption cases differ significantly from the marriage cases for several reasons. First, they were fought largely out of the public eye, with usually only the parties of the case paying attention, allowing judges to issue pro-LGBT rulings without fear of backlash. Thus, the “under the radar” approach worked to change the legal conversation and prevent backlash—even when parties \textit{were not successful}. Second, the legal doctrine was different. Rather than a state or federal constitutional case under equal protection or due process, the legal standard was most often “best interests of the child”—a standard common to family law—allowing advocates to win changes to the existing law.\footnote{184} Further, family law is qualitatively less doctri-
nal, with general doctrinal principles balanced against the particular equities of the case.185

This “under the radar” approach, particularly as exemplified by experiences in Michigan, has major implications for social movement theory, by questioning what theorists ordinarily think of as social movement organization. For example, the DeBoer plaintiffs sought to adopt their children, and only after being told that adoption was effectively barred under Michigan law did they launch a public suit in federal court.186 Then, only after DeBoer became a marriage case did it begin to receive consistent national attention, and the focus of the case became discrimination against LGBT persons at large, instead of negotiating over what constituted the “best interests of the child.”187

Notably, per Gash, much of the success that current marriage equality litigation enjoys is based on the decades of success establishing same-sex parenting through the “under the radar” approach.188 Normalizing already-existing same-sex parented families had an effect in the social realm, changing the public face of the LGBT movement from activists in San Francisco and Greenwich Village to the PTA moms and dads in their neighborhood. Thus, in Michigan, as well as in states across the country, earlier litigation establishing parental rights became a pre-condition for success in marriage rights by creating families who were harmed by marriage amendments. In many respects, Jayne Rowse and April DeBoer were ideal plaintiffs for this sort of impact litigation, heading a photogenic family in typical suburban Michigan. Through the larger cultural conversation about DeBoer, marriage equality stopped being a distant question, and became an issue that real people experienced right next door. For example, in the wake of the DeBoer injunction, Governor Rick Snyder announced he would not recognize marriages issued before the stay for the purposes of state law, but could not argue that they weren’t legal, or that real people did not experience a legal status change as a result of the ruling.189

185. See, e.g., 43 C.J.S. Infants § 62 (2014) (“The primary consideration of juvenile proceedings in general is the welfare and best interests of the child, and the aim is not punishment but the protection, correction, rehabilitation, or redemption of the child.”).
186. Interview with April DeBoer, supra note 42.
188. See Gash, supra note 26, at 44–47.
Such a strategy undoubtedly had an effect on Judge Friedman, who noted in his opinion that “[i]n attempting to define this case as a challenge to ‘the will of the people,’ state defendants lost sight of what this case is truly about: people.” However, Judge Friedman was not the only one moved by the injury marriage bans caused children. The reality of same-sex partners raising children has affected many members of American society, including Justice Kennedy, the critical swing vote of the Supreme Court. Under the posture of *Windsor v. United States,* for example, Justice Kennedy found that § 3 of the Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA) “humiliates tens of thousands of children now being raised by same-sex couples.”

Twenty years ago, this injury would have been almost unthinkable to many judges who probably did not know any gay families raising children. In contrast to an older view where same-sex parenting would be seen as a new experiment, Justice Kennedy argued that same-sex-parented families already exist. The Federal government, through DOMA, “makes it even more difficult for the children to understand the integrity and closeness of their own family and its concord with other families in their community,” which was critical to the Court’s conclusion that DOMA “is unconstitutional as a deprivation of the liberty of the person protected by the Fifth Amendment of the Constitution.”

For Justice Kennedy, the harm done to these children of same-sex couples seemed an unfair stigmatization that had constitutional dimensions, similar to the impermissible stigma inflicted by the state on illegitimate children. “Imposing disabilities on the illegitimate child is contrary to the basic concept of our system that legal burdens should bear some relationship to individual responsibility or wrongdoing.” Even more appropriate, the Supreme Court has consistently held that illegitimate children cannot be burdened with this stigma for the sole purpose of encouraging legitimate

---

familial structures, with this sense of unfair burden being grounded in historic understandings of equal protection.

Same-sex-parented families achieved legal status through the “under the radar” approach, even when the parents lost, thus establishing a critical pre-condition for legal challenges for marriage rights. By denying the couples recognition, the state denies those existing families equal benefits in practice, not merely in theory. This vision makes marriage equality opponents appear to be ducking reality, forcing them to claim more distant or theoretical injuries. As a result, the “under the radar” approach appeals to a judge’s common sense, rather than rigid doctrinal categories, paving the ground for wider constitutional change.

Consequently, although the DeBoer case is about the legal status of same-sex couples, it has been couched in efforts to recognize existing changes to the social order that had already occurred “under the radar,” rather than using big-ticket marriage litigation to change the nature of the social order itself. As Judge Friedman stated, “[t]aken together, both the Windsor and Loving decisions stand for the proposition that, without some overriding legitimate interest, the state cannot use its domestic relations authority to legislate families out of existence.” Judge Friedman’s language channels Justice Kennedy’s LGBT constitutional opinions, which offer a vision of legal equality that follows social conditions. Thus, the changing social mores of the last half-century “show an emerging awareness that liberty
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202. See, e.g., Bd. of Trustees of the Univ. of Alabama v. Garrett, 531 U.S. 356, 374 (2001) (Kennedy, J., concurring) (“Prejudice, we are beginning to understand, rises not from malice or hostile animus alone. It may result as well from insensitivity
gives substantial protection to adult persons in deciding how to conduct their private lives in matters pertaining to sex.”

This vision of equal protection thus perceives government discrimination as impermissibly interfering with reality, in contrast to opponents of marriage equality, who largely view marriage equality as a government-mandated social experiment.

B. Multidimensional Advocacy

Public policymaking in the United States is not centralized, but largely diffuse, spread not only horizontally among the three branches of government, but also vertically among the Federal, state, and local levels. Although media portrayals focus on landmark cases that lead grand social reform, such as *Brown v. Board*, social movements show that successful reform unsurprisingly comes when advocates use litigation as one of many tools. As a result, particularly in the context of LGBT litigation, “the scholarly focus on litigation as the social reform vehicle-of-choice for movement lawyers is outmoded,” an assertion made not to “diminish [litigation’s] importance as a movement strategy,” but rather to encourage a more comprehensive analysis.

caused by simple want of careful, rational reflection, or from some instinctive mechanism to guard against people who appear to be different”.
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LGBT advocates have largely “viewed litigation as just one tactic in their repertoire, seizing upon the dynamic relationship among courts, other governmental branches, elites, and the public.”208 Even Evan Wolfson, a prominent lawyer in the marriage equality movement, agrees that:

We knew it was not going to be enough to just have one case (Hawaii or Vermont, California or Iowa) or one state (Vermont or California) or one methodology (litigation, rather than, say, legislation), and so forth and so on. What we needed and called for and built was an affirmative and sustained campaign that reflected what I described repeatedly as the four multi’s: multi-year, multi-state, multi-partner, and multi-methodology.209

The LGBT movement dedicates a great deal of resources to non-litigation tactics of social reform, such as pride parades, LGBT-themed media and professional organizations, and institutional activism.210 For example, two of the flagship civil rights organizations fighting for LGBT equality, the Human Rights Campaign and the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force, employ zero staff members dedicated to impact litigation. 211 Rather, the movement uses a polyvocal approach, pitting tactics against each other to stir a productive tension.212 In this way, advocates make small steps of progress where they can, and those smaller victories open up opportunities for progress in other arenas. Critics who focus purely on short-term doctrinal change as the goal of litigation alone focus too much on the primary effects of litigation (i.e., which party wins) and “have tended to ignore or undervalue the forms of political engagement that create democratically legitimate constitutional meaning.”213

---

208. Cummings & NeJaime, supra note 131, at 1317.
209. Wolfson, supra note 165, at 125.
211. E-mail from Sarah Warbelow, Legal Director, Human Rights Campaign, to author (May 27, 2014) (on file with author).
212. See, e.g., Movement Advancement Project, supra note 210, at 2–4.
213. Robert C. Post & Reva B. Siegel, Roe Rage: Democratic Constitutionalism and Backlash, 42 Harv. C.R.-C.L. L. Rev. 373, 391 (2007). Note also that litigation itself often causes political-legal actors to respond, such as when anti-DOMA litigation caused the Department of Justice and the President to cease defending DOMA, and conclude that “classifications based on sexual orientation warrant heightened scrutiny.” Letter from Eric Holder, Att’y Gen., to John A. Boehner, Speaker, H.R.,
Of course, this criticism does not diminish the ways in which marriage equality advocates have used litigation to further the larger movement. For example, advocates have used litigation to “force a conversation within the polity about what the Constitution should mean.”\textsuperscript{214} Courts play a special role in this dialogue, because they “facilitate and mold the national dialogue concerning the meaning of the Constitution, particularly but not exclusively with regard to the meaning of our fundamental rights.”\textsuperscript{215} The conversation itself “us[es] doctrinal arguments and concepts to pressure elected officials and convince lower court judges to support the marriage equality cause.”\textsuperscript{216}

Such a doctrinal conversation was noted implicitly by Judge Friedman himself in \textit{DeBoer}: “[T]he [Supreme] Court’s decision in \textit{Windsor} does not answer the question presented here [if the fundamental right to marry includes same-sex couples], but its reasoning is nonetheless highly relevant.”\textsuperscript{217} Judge Friedman’s words demonstrate the ongoing dialogue currently happening within the courts. In this way, a “court’s options are limited by social norms, [but] judges also can influence the evolution of those norms.”\textsuperscript{218}

This conversation occurs not only within the judicial branch, but also among the wider public. \textit{DeBoer} highlights the way that marriage equality advocates have used litigation as a tool, changing that public conversation from an issue settled in 2004 by Constitutional Amendment into an evolving conversation in Michigan about human rights.\textsuperscript{219} For example, the post-\textit{Windsor} wave of marriage equality litigation has increased the salience of marriage equality as a political issue, providing the opportunity for political leaders to announce their support of marriage equality despite previous opposition.\textsuperscript{220} Although no major public figures changed their position pub-
licly as a result of *DeBoer*, the case itself brought a flurry of media coverage, stirring a debate in the wider Michigan electorate on the fairness of the MMA, delegitimizing the amendment in the process. In particular, media coverage of the trial questioned the underlying assumptions about social science of same-sex parenting, and shifted the conversation from numbers to actual people. This human aspect of the LGBT political movement is tremendously important politically, as LGBT leaders have long recognized.

LGBT advocates have also deftly used the unique messaging qualities of marriage, an “extraordinarily powerful vocabulary that doesn’t fix everything, but that has been an engine to help move everything forward.” This language focuses on individualized experiences that are highly relatable to non-LGBT audiences; namely, that marriage is “focused on love, commitment, and responsibility . . . Marriage is about the commitment we make to the one we love, and the promise a couple makes to take care of each other.”

---


> Gay brothers and sisters, . . . You must come out. Come out. . . to your parents. . . I know that it is hard and will hurt them but think about how they will hurt you in the voting booth! Come out to your relatives. . . come out to your friends. . . if indeed they are your friends. Come out to your neighbors. . . to your fellow workers. . . to the people who work where you eat and shop. . . come out only to the people you know, and who know you. Not to anyone else. But once and for all, break down the myths, destroy the lies and distortions. For your sake. For their sake. For the sake of the youngsters who are becoming scared by the votes from Dade, [Florida,] to Eugene, [Oregon].

*Id.*


In this way, putting the plaintiffs’ stories front and center allows the LGBT movement to put a human face on marriage discrimination and provides a language with which listeners can identify on an emotional level. Most people, regardless of sexual orientation, pursue romantic relationships,\textsuperscript{225} and over 80\% of Americans will marry by the time they turn forty years old.\textsuperscript{226} As a result, marriage litigation has been a useful tool, “constructing social meaning and shaping the way that elites and the public perceive a movement’s claims and demands.”\textsuperscript{227} Even “loss may yield many of the indirect effects that scholars have identified in the context of litigation victory and litigation process, but it may do so in ways that are uniquely tied to loss itself,”\textsuperscript{228} like instilling urgency.

For example, Dana Nessel, one of the \textit{DeBoer} attorneys, noted that she felt that “the [Michigan] adoption code was appalling and needed to be rectified,” directly leading to her involvement in the \textit{DeBoer} case.\textsuperscript{229} This sense of the need to “do something” directly led to her involvement in the \textit{DeBoer} case. From the outside, a family law attorney from Southeast Michigan leading a major constitutional case without the support of any LGBT group may seem odd. However, it reflects an underlying truth about \textit{Goodridge} and its subsequent backlash: it radiated a sense of possibility that extended far beyond the established groups and agreed-upon strategy. In this way, even litigation loss has major organizational benefits, including creating deadlines and urgency to maximize organizational capacity, by “raising consciousness, mobilizing constituents, and documenting an alternative understanding of rights.”\textsuperscript{230}

Scholars of social movements have taken note of the “dynamic triangular relationship among social movement organizations, countermovement organizations, and grassroots supporters of same-sex marriage,” which “triggered a ‘cycle of contention’ that mobilized LGBT everyday activists to urge movement organizations to take up the cause of same-sex marriage.”\textsuperscript{231}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{225} See Brief for the American Psychological Association et al. as Amici Curiae on the Merits in Support of Affirmance at 11–12, Hollingsworth v. Perry, 133 S. Ct. 2652 (2012) (No. 12–144) (“Like heterosexuals, most gay and lesbian people want to form stable, long-lasting relationships, and many of them do”) (internal citations omitted).
\item \textsuperscript{228} \textit{Id.} at 945.
\item \textsuperscript{229} Bosman, \textit{supra} note 51.
\item \textsuperscript{230} NeJaime, \textit{supra} note 227, at 953–56.
\item \textsuperscript{231} Michael C. Dorf & Sidney Tarrow, \textit{Strange Bedfellows: How an Anticipatory Countermovement Brought Same-Sex Marriage into the Public Arena}, 39 LAW & SOC. INQUIRY 449, 450 (2014).
\end{itemize}
LGBT advocates in the post-*Windsor* round of marriage litigation have used litigation in this way exceptionally well. For example, the Human Rights Campaign (“HRC”), the nation’s largest LGBT civil rights organization with a highly identifiable logo, rebranded themselves with a red color scheme during oral arguments for *Perry* and *Windsor*.232 The red logo served several purposes: to reverberate support for LGBT rights broadly around the internet, to raise awareness of this highly important litigation campaign, and to push out HRC’s brand and build organizational support. HRC accomplished these goals by using one of the most powerful symbols the American constitutional order has: equality. Even though HRC wasn’t involved directly in any of the litigation, it used the litigation itself to make a broader constitutional statement.

This emotional component carries over into the legal context as well. The Court has emphasized marriages as “expressions of emotional support and public commitment.”233 Although “marital status often is a precondition to the receipt of government benefits,”234 the Court has focused its constitutional inquiry on the fact that “[m]arriage is a coming together for better or for worse, hopefully enduring, and intimate to the degree of being sacred,”235 rather than merely a bureaucratic paperwork filing,236 and is distinct from the legal right to procreate,237 or the continuation of traditional gender roles alone.238


236. See, e.g., *Turner*, 482 U.S. at 95–96 (stating marriage is an expression of emotional support and public commitment); *Zablocki* v. *Redhail*, 434 U.S. 374, 384 (1978) (discussing marriage as the most important relation in life that lies at the foundation of the family and society, without which there would be neither civilization nor progress) (citations omitted); *Loving* v. *Virginia*, 388 U.S. 1, 12 (1967) (stating marriage is one of the “basic civil rights of man, fundamental to our very existence and survival”); *Meyer* v. *Nebraska*, 262 U.S. 390, 399 (1923) (stating right to marry is essential part of liberty protected by the Due Process Clause).

237. See, e.g., *Eisenstadt* v. *Baird*, 405 U.S. 438, 453 (1971) (striking down state law that permitted married persons to obtain contraceptives but not unmarried persons on the grounds that all individuals, married or unmarried, have the right to be free from unwarranted governmental intrusion that affects their decision whether to have children); *Griswold*, 381 U.S. at 485–86 (striking down state law that banned use of contraceptives on the grounds that it unconstitutionally intrudes upon right to marital privacy).

C. Impact Litigation, not Institutional Reform

Marriage equality is strikingly different from the long line of liberal institutional reform cases, on which the “constrained court” model focuses its critique. For example, institutional reform cases tend to involve complex fact patterns that the plaintiffs would like to see changed, and involve a wide variety of institutions, including prisons and jails, schools, mental health institutions, public housing, and various other institutions. This is not to say that institutional reformers do not also want to see the law changed, but rather, a plaintiff’s primary goal is to use litigation as a bargaining chip in restructuring institutions. In contrast, impact litigation tends to focus more on shifting doctrine itself. Although the reformed doctrine most likely has important impacts for real people on the ground, the primary purpose is more focused on changing the status-making aspect of the law.

Impact litigation is built on the judicial process, which “draw[s] the enduring values from an eighteenth-century constitutional document and adapt[s] them to contemporary circumstances,” through the legal discourse of rights. Although the lack of marital rights injures same-sex couples, the injury to them is in the status-making aspect of law, which not only bars same-sex couples from the legal status of marriage, but also teaches them “that their marriage is less worthy than the marriages of others.”

This has several important implications. First, scholarly concern about the judicial implementation to enforce rights isn’t present. Rather than appointing judicial monitors and dealing with a docket-consuming wave of

243. See, e.g., Brief of Petitioners at 11–12, 32, Lawrence v. Texas, 539 U.S. 558, 2003 (No. 02–102) (“Texas’s Homosexual Conduct Law violates the Fourteenth Amendment for the additional reason that it singles out a certain class of citizens for disfavored legal status”) (citations omitted) (internal quotation marks omitted).
244. SCHEINGOLD, supra note 205, at 28.
ensuing legislation, marriage equality can be enforced with a simple injunction authorizing state authorities to issue marriage licenses to same-sex couples. Second, backlash may occur in the political branches, but to be realistic, there is very little that political actors are able to do to frustrate a judicial injunction authorizing marriage equality. This contrasts strongly with the dizzying array of strategies executed by state and local authorities to frustrate, for example, school desegregation. Thus, although impact litigation certainly may engender political backlash, the point is that such backlash is far more distant from the implementation of the judgments.

CONCLUSION

It is an exciting time to witness marriage equality litigation. Although historically, marriage litigation has resulted in severe and nationwide backlash, a sense of hope has spread within the LGBT movement. Although no person can predict the future, the recent string of wins has created a sense of momentum in the movement for marriage equality. In the post-\textit{Windsor} cases, the LGBT movement has decentralized in important ways. While historically, LGBT cases have been coordinated and planned, with most legal activists highly nervous of potential backlash, a new wave of legal activists have begun using existing precedent to greatly expand the playing field. Although marriage equality advocates would be wise to not rely exclusively on litigation to accomplish their cause, litigation has undoubtedly played a large role in bringing about social reform. 

\footnote{246. See generally \textit{Peltason, supra} note 146.}